How to conduct experiments where there is no water?

The prize-giving ceremony of ‘International Biology Olympiad – Hong Kong Contest’ was successfully held on 14 Jan 2020. That night, Hong Kong team members of the International Biology Olympiad that went to Hungary to participate the competition in last July were invited to share their experience. LI Yung-chi won a gold medal in the competition. The two silver medallists were CHOW King-ngai and WONG Chi-ngai, and Bruce CHUM received a bronze medal. LI Yung-chi shared that he spilt the water during the experiment, and he was scared out of his mind and sweat a lot. He was so worried. How could he conduct experiments where there was no water? At that moment, he spotted some ice cubes placed in the container for the experiment. An idea flashed through his mind, why not asked the invigilator to see whether he can melt ice cubes into water? The invigilator approved his request. Thus, LI Yung-chi realised that the situation can still be reversed. Don't give up too soon.

Hong Kong IBO team members were sharing their experiences with HKAGE staff and APDC committee members.

Prof CHOW King Lau, Chairman of the International Biology Olympiad – Hong Kong Contest Steering Committee, was delivering a welcoming speech.
Professor NG Tai Kai, Executive Director of the HKAGE, was having a group photo with the winners of the gold award of this contest.

LI Yung-chi, WONG Chi-ngai, CHOW King-ngai and Bruce CHUM (from left one to left four), shared their experience and funny things happening during last year’s IBO competition.